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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL
33041 inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here
for the Pdf version long files takes a few mins to open with Win 10 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on
the 2019 Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-
1793855374 Product Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and
Gravity Engines in 2018 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/6%2025%202019%201400%20Pages%204%20MD%20Wives%20Coup.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
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Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click
Here for Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on
Cover this link takes you to so you can zoom in and read the Secret
File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! Book is 474 Pages 

 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click
Here for Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on

https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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Cover this link takes you to so you can zoom in and read the Secret
File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! Book is 474 Pages 

Click on cover and it should zoom so you can read the secret file or
Right Click on picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this
picture and save it then open it with Paint and you will be able to read
all the Secrets Los Alamos wrote about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here
for the Pdf version long files takes a few mins to open with Win 10 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

"A Woman Walks Into a Bar with iMac's @ $13,384 at every bar stool"

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/6%2025%202019%201400%20Pages%204%20MD%20Wives%20Coup.pdf
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"A Woman Walks Into a Bar with iMac's @ $13,384 at every bar stool"

6-26-2019 Old Domination is Jimmy Carters Navy not on the "Milky
Way Ocean's" 

Legal Polygamous Marriage... 4 MD Wife's New Domination Art of the
Diagnosis Right the First Time. 
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Humira, a treatment for rheumatoid arthritis. Rx Cure for arthritis at
West Point Medical School... 
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These 4 Girls get accepted into the West Point Medical School along
with 1,001 other women! Los Alamos moves the H-Bombs off their
assembly lines. Starts up several IBM Super Computers hires 10,000
more scientists to crunch 4 Trillion Rx Recipes for the Rx Pink Latte at
Starbucks! This is what will replace West Point. 
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Mohammed Ali Alabbar, the Emirati developer of the Burj Khalifa in
Dubai, the world’s tallest building, cancer war criminal as the Apple
Store across the street looks right at this tallest building. Outside the
Apple store the 4 girls looking in at the iMac's @ $13,384. No
donations for these 4 girls, not even from Bill and Melinda Gates. 

Brain Surgery so they can see Sirius! 
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6-25-2019 Fate of "Books and Books" "Barns and Noble" rest with the
West Point Medical School Generals. Plagues of London and Paris kill
millions in 2019, this is kept secret for the most part in the NY Times
Headlines! 

6-26-2019 Fate of "Books and Books" Writing Class on iMac's @
$13,384 at the West Point Medical School for the NY Times Art of
the Diagnosis like Dr. Lisa Sanders writes and articles for the New
England Journal of Medicine and Super Computer Simulations 1,001 of
them on Kindles. Books and Books on Cardiac Arrest will keep this
London and Paris Plague killing people for centuries. FBI agents
murdered by Cardiac Arrest will arrest these criminals who stifled a
miracle Salk II cure playing war games in Baghdad and Korea. Massive
War Games many times a year for decades as FBI agents were
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murdered by cardiac arrest. 

FBI agents were murdered by cardiac arrest because 100's of these
super computers were watching the weather... 

6-26-2019 Fate of "iMac Computer Lab's" JERUSALEM — Russians and
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel pressed for ridding Syria
of all foreign forces, in particular Iranians and their proxies across
Israel’s northern frontier. 
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6-26-2019 Fate of "Books and Books" An immediate breakthrough on
Syria or any other issue was unlikely even Jewish Exodus to Sirius and
Rx Pink Recipe for Starbucks pink latte cure for breast cancer. “We
didn’t come with the expectation we were going to cure Pink Cancers, or
even Jewish Exodus we need the Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion,” said
John R. Bolton. 

6-26-2019 Fate of "Books and Books" Starbucks, Lebanon, Iraq, Yemen
and Afghanistan millions of Breast-ovary cancer are tortured worst than
the CIA torture of 9/11 prisoners. Putin said that Moscow and Tehran
were cooperating in the fight against terrorism. This is not Breast
Cancer Putin Said but War. “We have a mutual possibility to influence
each others to keep the war going in Syria. Netanyahu said Israel had
“acted hundreds of times” to prevent Iranian military entrenchment in
Syria and the transfer of weapons, a reference to Israeli airstrikes in
Syria carried out clandestinely. Netanyahu said Israel women were put
to death via cancers and other diseases wasting his time on the Syria
war. American, Israeli and Russian interests in Syria still fundamentally
differ. 2019 Ford WindmillCAR needs to be driven into Syria. 

6-26-2019 Fate of Joyrides, in the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR cross
country in Russia, China, India, Lebanon, Iraq, Yemen and Afghanistan
millions wait for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ to finish reading George
Orwell's Down and Out in Paris and London. London Plagues just Cardiac
Arrest will murder 100's in London today. 

6-26-2019 Fate of Jewish Exodus to Sirius and Rx Pink Recipe for the
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Starbucks Pink Latte, brainchild of a team led by Jared Kushner,
President Trump’s son-in-law and senior adviser, the two-day “Peace to
Prosperity Workshop” Kushner “It’s got $27 billion for the Palestinians
but no $7 Trillion for the Pink Los Alamos Manhattan Project to cure
Breast-Ovary Cancer. Ivanka will die a tortured death from breast
cancer... Mohammed Ali Alabbar, the Emirati developer of the Burj
Khalifa in Dubai, the world’s tallest building, cancer war criminal as the
Apple Store across the street looks right at this tallest building.
Outside the Apple store the 4 girls looking in at the iMac's @ $13,384.
No donations for these 4 girls, not even from Bill and Melinda Gates.
Kushner, increasing the supply of electricity or drinking water in Gaza
not iMac's. 

6-26-2019 Fate of Key West News Paper 'Citizens Voice' comments
are light years from art of the diagnosis on Hemingway's Nobel Novels
and no one ever ask for a 24/7 Hemingway House Writing Class, the
Hemingway House Cats are a Federal Crime Pending for years now and
no comments on writing instead of drinking in a Duval bar. “Ever notice
that people who work hard never talk about how hard they work, but
people who don’t work hard always talk about how hard they work? Puts
a lot of these Citizens’ Voice comments in perspective with Nobel Prize
Work. 8,000 Cuban MD's are in Sweden today talking to the King about
setting up a Nobel in Medicine Writing Class for all 8,000 Cuban MD's
to write on the same page with iMac apps. Noting Books and Books could
not fit 8,000 Cuban MD's into their Key West Store. 1 Click Amazon
links to 1,001 IP invention projects will keep 8,000 Cuban MD's
working. 

"A Woman Walks Into a Bar with iMac's @ $13,384 at every bar stool"
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"A Woman Walks Into a Bar with iMac's @ $13,384 at every bar stool"

6-26-2019 Jennifer Finney Boylan "A Woman Walks Into a Bar with an
iMac's @ $13,384 at every bar stool" Fate of women sitting alone at
the Bar on Duval and Qatar. "I like sitting at bars when I’m on my own.
My idea of heaven is a dozen oysters, a martini and a book to read.
(That night I was reading “The House on Mango Street,” by Sandra
Cisneros.) It’s funny how this is heaven for me, while the very same
scenario, but seated at a table for one, leaves me lonely and
depressed. This is probably because at the bar I can always get the
bartender’s attention. Also, watching a talented bartender is a lot like
watching a dancer, or a chemist. It’s a quiet kind of theater." Writing
Class on iMac's @ $13,384 at the Bar on Duval and Qatar. Sober Rx
Recipe won a Nobel last year. 8,000 Cuban MD's shared the Nobel in
Medicine. 
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6-26-2019 Fate of George Orwell in London and Paris after the War on
Breast Cancer is Won! New Estimate for an Oil Leak: A Thousand Times
Worse Than Rig Owner Says... we suspected this back in 2004 and
1980 when Jimmy Carter posted the first oil leak picture from the gas
tank on fire. 

6-26-2019 Key West, President Trump signed an executive order on
Tuesday creating a commission that will recommend ways to cut
regulations that stymie new housing construction, in Key West and the
Trump Tower going up next to the White House. Trumps Burj Khalifa in
Dubai, the world’s tallest building. Jew Hero who finally drives the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR past Trump Oil Company Men will build a taller
building next to the White House in DC. And every women, girl in DC
will have a iMac @ $13,384. $777 Trillion is a lot of money to spend
kept locked in Mecca Today, grin. 

6-26-2019 Book Review A MD Story, Engrossing Family Saga, Spiked
With Sisterly Malice, in the version the sisters are not both MD's. In
the version were both sisters are MD's the stories ate spiked with
miracle cures and JIT diagnosis to save a life. 

6-26-2019 Invention List; By Florence Fabricant. "Mirazur, a
restaurant on the French Riviera in Menton, took the No. 1 spot on the
World’s 50 Best Restaurants list, announced on Tuesday at a ceremony
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in Singapore." Singapore is Yale University second Campus and only one
not in New Haven. Yale Key West Medical School list of the World's 50
Best Rx Recipes spelled out on 1 Click Amazon with specs and genius
tutors to help you whip up a better Rx Recipe you will not find at the
Mirazur in Paris. 

6-26-2019 

6-25-2019 Copies of 'Gray's Anatomy' have to keep up with IBM super
computer simulations on Amazon Kindles 

6-25-2019 Admirals thinking this is to far; as Trumps Admiral MD is a
drunk, MWO is a drink the bartender just made up for NASA. "Milky
Way Ocean's" will get a spark from the Jewish Exodus to Sirius. 1
invention like super conductivity for the GE windmill turbines will let us
stream live Jewish Aliens. Books and Books hub for society in Key West
would never think to invent this. iMac Computer Labs are the future of
Jewish Exodus inventions of Exodus and 1,001 are spelled out in Amazon
1 click links. 

6-25-2019 Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine with specs
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and genius tutors will keep the MD's at the West Point Medical School
working more overtime than FEMA. 

6-25-2019 Torture of West Point vs West Point Medical School 

6-25-2019 Guantánamo Case to Test Whether Torture Can Be Put on
the Docket at West Point Medical School 

6-25-2019 West Point Medical School Diagnosis of Pink Torture by
West Point Generals in the War on Cancer, guilt worst Mothers and
daughters tortured with breast cancer tumors coming through the
breast while the General was in Baghdad at a Palace living it up like
Biden murdered his son for the glory of war! 

6-25-2019 Pink Women are seeking compensation for what happened to
them when the secret C.I.A. prisons were revenge for 9/11 by Bush
who didn't want to lose any Texas Oil Revenues using the 2019 Ford
windmillCAR to win the war over Allah, Mecca, Moslems for centuries. 
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6-25-2019 Pink West Point’s Law of War Program has nothing to do
with millions of dead from Breast Cancer War bombed by Generals for
Greek MIT War toys not CT, MRI's of Star Wars. 

6-25-2019 Calm Down; Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac's @
$13,384 is going to be a Disney Movie! 
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6-25-2019 C.I.A. “enhanced interrogation techniques,” a psychologically
engineered program of abuse intended to rob them of free will, 12
Trillion Galaxies, the Universe according to 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 
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6-25-2019 CIA and the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
to Prince Salman!! Confiscating his $777 Trillion dollars. Saudi Arabia
granted women the right to drive one year ago, a historic move that
cracked open a window to new freedoms for women who have long lived
under repressive laws. The measure was enacted by the country’s de
facto leader, Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, who also eased other
restrictions on women, leading some to hail him as a feminist reformer.
But behind the celebrations lay larger issues. $7 trillion will go the Rx
Pink Recipe hacking of 4 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets at Los
Alamos for the Breast-Ovary Cancer Bombs. Pink Latte at Starbucks
that cures all stages of breast-ovary cancer in 8 days. Restrictions on
this Rx is by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ USA. 

6-25-2019 "Invention Department" name and purpose Change! Justice
Department said. In a lawsuit filed last week in federal court in
Chicago, the Justice Department asked for a halt to Quad/Graphics’s
planned $1.4 billion purchase of LSC Communications. Lawyers in the
department’s antitrust division argued that the merger would decrease
competition and drive up prices. Quad publishes every Condé Nast title,
including The New Yorker and Vogue, most publications from Hearst
Magazines, including O: The Oprah Magazine, and Scholastic books. LSC
Communications publishes two magazines from AARP that claim to have
the largest circulations in the world, Penguin Random House books and
more. 

6-25-2019 Lawyers in the department’s antitrust division argued that
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the merger would decrease competition and drive up prices. And leave
out Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects. 

6-25-2019 Navy Fishing Drones can catch the fish... Chinese Drones
Made in America: One Company’s Plan to Win Over Trump not fish
lovers. 

6-25-2019 Home with a ocean deck and a fishing drone can bring in the
catch of the day east as stopping by Whole Foods. 

6-25-2019 Of course the fising drone was bought from Amazon. 

'ME' 'MD' Your Car Wreck You are on Fire - Cats! “You Need to Calm
Down” I'm going to get into the Yale Key West Medical School at 30.
'ME' 'MD' 

'ME' 'MD' 1,001 Nobels in Medicine video too, Calm Down the Doctor
is here! 
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Your Car Wreck You are on Fire... 

'ME' 'MD' Your Car Wreck You are on Fire! “You Need to Calm Down”
I'm going to get into the Yale Key West Medical School at 30. 'ME'
'MD' Your Car Wreck You are on Fire - Cats! 

6-24-2019 Old Domination is; Nobel Prize for the cure of domestic
murders of the wife and 2 kids lost by Trump-Ivanka not reading 1,001
IP invention projects on 1 Click Amazon... not in today's NY Times
article on Amazon. 
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...prosecuted officials accused of gross human rights abuses... 4 girls
looking into the Apple Store with no money as Trump gave his gas money
to Prince Salman and Qatar $$$ 

Trump orders an attack; orders Legal Polygamous Marriage... for the
USA, France, Rome, Russia, China! 

When a great Medical School; When a Great Apartment Plays Cupid. In
New York City, a hard-to-pass-up lease can often lead to a change in
your relationship status. 

When a Disney Movie about the West Point Medical School Plays out in
a Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies each with MD's and Miracle Cures we
need to listen for... 

Carnival Ships at Cuba's 'Milky Way Ocean's" until Trump takes his
Rx... 

6-24-2019 1,001 Diagnosis Conversations for the Legal Polygamous
Marriage... 4 MD Wife's, iMac's... iPhone GPS tracking Map comings
and goings. iPhone Caller ID @ Star Wars Nobel in Medicine via Admiral
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MD's who start working... 

6-24-2019 Old Domination is NY Times - Time is ripe for CERN's
'Time' is the God Particle Headlines in the NY Time! With Super
Computer simulations of 'Time'. 

6-24-2019 By NY Times 'Dave Streitfeld' Amazon 1 Click links to
1,001 IP invention projects specs and genius tutors this is what the NY
Times censored as they know about this is were Amazon is going... 

6-24-2019 Old Domination is the NY Times articles on the front page
that have nothing to do with 1,001 IP invention projects.... 

6-24-2019 What Happens After Amazon’s Domination Is Complete? Its
Bookstore Offers Clues 
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6-24-2019 Popular novels, technical tomes and self-published books are
pirated and sold on Amazon. That may actually be helping the company
extend its grip on the book business. 

6-24-2019 Rx Recipes we need for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine should be
a editorial in the Times about the Utopian Novel that cures all diseases
is in reach today with IBM Super Computer that can hack 4 Trillion Rx
Recipes with AI. 

6-24-2019 'Dave Streitfeld' at the Times and the Editors would left 5
billion people die from the London plagues of 2019 keeping the Rx
Recipes trade secrets... a war crime. 

6-24-2019 Old Domination is Jimmy Carters Navy not on the 'Milky
Way Ocean's" but sailing to Iran Oil Money for more USS Jimmy
Carter Nuke Subs $$$ with their kickbacks of Oil Revenues from
Miami, Cuba gas stations. 

6-24-2019 Old Domination is By Andria Cheng "Bookstores Find Growth
as ‘Anchors of Authenticity’ Big chains once posed a threat, but
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independents are thriving by hosting events, adding nonbook merchandise
and becoming community hubs." 

6-24-2019 Domination is Jewish Exodus By Andria Cheng iMac
Computer Lab with iMac's @ $13,384 links to the IBM Super Computer.
This is not your community hub book store 'Books and Books' in Key
West. Oil Domination City Hall Key West will try to make it your
community hub over the iMac's @ $13,384 but for NASA and CERN
tourists coming to Key West for an iMac Computer Lab Vacation
package with 1,001 Amazon IP invention projects and Hemingway
Writing Class Nobel Novels with a invention in every chapter. 

6-24-2019 Cheng's Old World Book Store Story in the NY Times. Her
experience helps explain the continuing resurgence of independent
bookstores even though Amazon has 1 click links to 1,001 IP invention
projects at the iMac computer lab in several empty stores because the
2 White Men at 1984 HQ are reading a old .25 cent copy of George
Orwell 1984 and have not heard about the windmill in Animal Farm.
Nook e-reader and e-books fell for the seventh straight year. Kindle
super computer simulations on every Rx Recipe and disease will be the
conversation fire like fiery car wrecks without F-35 radar on the Ford. 

6-24-2019 Masterminds are the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ,
independent bookstores, has grown to 1,887 members with 2,524
locations - 100,000 iMac Computer labs and the Old Domination of the
2 White Men at 1984 HQ are like Mecca and all the riches beyond
belief that should be for Medicare for all in the USA not Saudi Arabia.
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Same for the iMac Computer Labs in Saudi Arabia. 

6-24-2019 2 White Men at 1984 HQ; just kill our profits from 1,001
iMac's and Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects with
specs and genius tutors! A War Crime by George Orwell Today! 

6-24-2019 Domination is NASA + CERN, like-minded persons interested
in having a dialogue without the Mayor of Key West at the Hyatt with
Key Lime Pie. Domination is Art of the Diagnosis like Dr. Lisa Sanders
MD writes in the NY Times. 

6-24-2019 “fire and fury like the world has never seen” once the Ford
fiery wrecks are zero thanks to the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's with F-
35 Radar. iMac Computer Lab's burn units will finally be written up by
the NY Times on the front page. 

6-24-2019 Reporting on Old Domination of Iran Oil Sales $$$ was
contributed by Adam Nossiter and Aurelien Breeden from Paris; Choe
Sang-Hun from Seoul, South Korea; Jane Perlez from Beijing; Jason
Horowitz from Rome; David M. Halbfinger from Jerusalem; Katrin
Bennhold and Christopher F. Schuetze from Berlin; Dan Bilefsky from
Montreal; and Makiko Inoue from Tokyo. 
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6-24-2019 Dr. Jackie Kennedy MD on Art of the Diagnosis for JFK
cured of his diseases. iMac at every cafe table in Paris for Jackie. "A
Year in Paris That Transformed Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis. As a
college student, Jacqueline Bouvier spent her junior year in Paris, and
the city became one of the greatest influences in her life." By ANN
MAH 

6-24-2019 Old Domination is; Police had been called to the home once
before for a domestic dispute; Homeland Security is for Terrorists at
$1 Trillion a year... 

6-24-2019 Old Domination is; Nobel Prize for the cure of domestic
murders of the wife and 2 kids lost by Trump-Ivanka not reading 1,001
IP invention projects on 1 Click Amazon... not in today's NY Times
article on Amazon. 

6-24-2019 Old Domination is; Old Domination murders of the wife the
ex by the military has been censored since the NY Times reported a
few women murdered by their Warrior coming home from Baghdad.
100's if not thousands were censored by the editors at the NY Times
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for the Pentagon. So today one in the news is news! On Independence
Day in 2012, a 31-year-old woman who had moved to New York from
Russia and joined the United States military fulfilled a lifelong dream
when she became an American citizen in a ceremony at the White
House. “I still can’t believe it, because I saw the president and he said
that he was proud of me,” the woman, Alla Victorovna Ausheva, told a
reporter after the ceremony. “That’s of course unbelievable.” Seven
years later, her American dream ended in tragedy when she and her
two young children were found dead in their Staten Island home. On
Sunday, the father of the children, Shane R. Walker, 36, was arrested
on murder. eapon for killing US Air National Guard Airman 1st Class 

6-24-2019 Old Domination is; Alla Ausheva along with the couple’s sons,
Ivan, 2, and Elia, 3. Ausheva was found bludgeoned to death in her
home Saturday near the bodies of their children, who appeared to have
been drowned. 

6-24-2019 Old Domination is; Police sources revealed Sunday that
Ausheva’s supervisor made the gruesome discovery while checking on her
after Walker was found wandering the Brooklyn-Queens Expressway
carrying her cellphone and military ID early Saturday. Sources say
Walker is a member of the Air Force. 

6-24-2019 Old Domination is; Police had been called to the home once
before for a domestic dispute!! 
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Alla Ausheva along with the couple’s sons, Ivan, 2, and Elia, 3. Ausheva
was found bludgeoned to death in her home Saturday 

Alla Ausheva along with the couple’s sons, Ivan, 2, and Elia, 3. Ausheva
was found bludgeoned to death in her home Saturday 

150 Million dead from Trump strike on Iran to stop it from selling Oil
Albeit, sound intelligent $$$ Oil Riches beyond belief in Mecca today
thanks to Trump Oil Company. 

WW III fight over who sells their oil $$$ 

Trump's war with Iran Oil Sales - breast cancer will kill these 4 girls,
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with Win 10 Blue Screen of Death as $133 million for Drones Iran can
shoot down were paid for with Breast-Ovary cancer donations. To Have
Have Not a Hemingway House Writing Class with iMac's # $13,384. Or
Droids at $133 Million and add in the British and French $$$ you have
more than $1 Trillion for MIT War Toys, this is Toys 4 Disney Movie! 

6-23-2019 Albeit Global Hawk surveillance drone (list price $131
million) surprised even some leaders of the Revolutionary Guards. They
had wondered themselves whether they could hit an American target so
high in the sky... the celebrator dinner Thursday night, exultant Guard
leaders bragged that they had done it with an Iranian-made missile
instead of one acquired from the Russians or Chinese. China Xi built 1
million new gas stations and buys gas from Iran. 

6-23-2019 Albeit the target for Jews is Sirius 8 light years high in
the night sky, Albeit Jews! 

6-23-2019 $777 Trillion in illegal gas money, albeit for the sole
purpose of sounding more intelligent $$$ Facing Intensifying
Confrontation With Iran, Trump Has Few Appealing Options $$$ 

6-23-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined to the Admirals
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War not Star Wars Jewish Exodus! 

6-23-2019 Facing Intensifying Confrontation With Iran, Trump Has
Few Appealing Options 

6-23-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's driven by Jew Hero's who Trump
put more sanctions on Today, grin! 

6-23-2019 Trump's Admirals albeit for the sole purpose of sounding
more intelligent... taking Oil Money from Prince Salman for Wars,
albeit Baghdad Wounded Warriors are working at the gas station and
sending the money to Prince Salman. 

6-23-2019 In your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR a puff... NASA Rover on
Mars Detects Puff of Gas That Hints at Possibility of Life" By
KENNETH CHANG Ken should have written the Puff of Whiskey - Coors
Drugs Driving your new Ford WindmillCAR can ruin your life but prevent
you from killing this 4 girls in a DUI Road Kill fiery wreck today leaving
the VFW. Congressional Veterans Pitch In to Rebuild Oversight Muscle
not for drunk and drug driving that will kill 4 girls today! 40 others are
causalities of wars wounded. There are no purple heart license plates
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for these 40 girls who number into the tens of thousands since the
1980 Ford windmillCAR. 

6-23-2019 Trump Emphatically Denies Rape + Sexual Assault Allegation
by E. Jean Carroll 

6-23-2019 Trump Emphatically Denies he has syphilis too. Sex in the
Casino bets against Trump on Sex diseases. WHO at the UN should
make public who has syphilis, hepatitis A, B, C. etc 

6-23-2019 F-35 Radar for cars and trucks was vetoed by the 2 White
Men at 1984 HQ as costing $4 Trillion. 7 Killed After a Pickup Truck
Crashes Into Motorcyclists in New Hampshire, Police Say, didn't say
how it happened. There could have been several wrecks at this
intersection and you would never know it as Google Maps does not mark
traffic accidents here and the cause of the wreck and news only
reports on deaths. 

“Every Patient Tells a Story: Medical Mysteries and the Art of
Diagnosis.” If you have a solved case to share with Dr. Sanders, write
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her at Lisa.Sandersmd@gmail.com. 

6-23-2019 West Point Medical School 2019!! Charo — was walking
through her home looking for her husband, singing, “Good morning, good
morning,” when she found him. He had shot himself. Kjell Rasten was 78
when he died in February. Charo has said that he had been suffering
from a rare disease called bullous pemphigoid, which is characterized by
terrible blistering of the skin, and that he had become depressed. “My
husband put a bullet in his head,” Charo said. “I have an invisible bullet
in my heart.” Homeland Security in their new lab drawing blood from
everyone at JFK, comfort to Dr. Lisa writing this for the NY Times.
Art of the Diagnosis by West Point Generals who are MD's not
Warriors killing 150 million over Iran Oil Sales. Bullous pemphigoid
images on a Google Search is what Trump should attack and would if he
was the one to get this disease, his Admirals would read up on it too if
Trump gets infected with bullous pemphigoid. DNA microscope and IBM
Super Comptuer Microscope. Amazon 1 Click links to specs and Genius
tutors. Dr. Lisa Sanders writing this up for the Times. Terrible
blistering of the skin lab report from Homeland Security. Results might
be interesting. 

“Every Patient Tells a Story: Medical Mysteries and the Art of
Diagnosis.” If you have a solved case to share with Dr. Sanders, write
her at Lisa.Sandersmd@gmail.com. 

6-23-2019 

Iran, Trump Has Few Appealing Options... Oil Money $$$ 
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Iran, Trump Has Few Appealing Options... Oil Money $$$ 

6-23-2019 Calm Down; Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac's @
$13,384 is going to be a Disney Movie! 

6-23-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined towards the Sun,
tilted on its axis at an angle of 23.5 degrees... watch the IBM Disney
Super Computer simulation with Einstein's Math on YouTube. Admirals
albeit for the sole purpose of sounding more intelligent... are not sailing
in this Milky Way Galaxy at all. Star Wars is not proportionate to
Afghan, Iran Wars on Earth by the Generals + Admirals. Jews know
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there are Jewish Aliens in the Universe. Albeit, grin. 

“Every Patient Tells a Story: Medical Mysteries and the Art of
Diagnosis.” If you have a solved case to share with Dr. Sanders, write
her at Lisa.Sandersmd@gmail.com. 

6-23-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Homeland Security Lab Test Results
provided a little unexpected comfort to both doctor and widow. Lisa
Sanders @ Star Wars Galaxy Edge at Disneyland. Job description of
Homeland Security in their new lab drawing blood from everyone at
JFK, comfort to Dr. Lisa writing this for the NY Times. 

Trumps Costly Mistake giving Gas Money to Prince Salman instead of
these 4 Girls in the USA; not proportionate in getting Prince Salman's
Blood Money,$ kickbacks, gov. perks $$$ for the 2 White Men at 1984
HQ. 

6-22-2019 Calm Down; Hope for the NYC Subways, Remember Iraq and
Iran, and Saudi Arabia. Hope for NYC Subway's to be "Richer" than
Qatar Subways depends on the Drive to the Swiss Bank for all their Oil
Money and then to spend it on Mac Book Air Ride Subway Cars with
iMac's @ $13,384 at each seat. Star Wars Disney Utopia NYC only
needs all of Prince Salmans gas station hold up loot from Miami, Cuba
$$$ 
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Trump's war on breast cancer will kill these 4 girls, a Drunk Admiral
MD in the White House is to Much Trump counting his kills but not all
the dead women in his wake in the Navy. War on Brest Cancer at 30.
'ME' 'MD" Taylor Swift MD at the Yale Key West Medical School or
the West Point Medical School. 

Trump was right to buy himself time on Iran. Trump was wrong not to
buy these 4 Girls an iMac @ 13,384 for advanced Einstein Math and to
hack Rx Recipes hacked, yes. 4 Girls in the USA not proportionate in
getting Prince Salman's Blood Money,$ kickbacks, gov. perks $$$ 

Proportionate; Perfecting -254 C Super conductivity Windmill Turbines
for the Assembly Line at GE @ U.S. Department of Energy's
Brookhaven National Laboratory and Los Alamos. This is what the
Government should be working on today... Los Alamos has H-Bombs on
the assembly line today not -254 C GE electric Windmill Turbines for
Ford's. No one is writing in the Hemingway House Writing Class either! 

6-22-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Sun Stop Sign Summer Solstice,
solstice meaning Sun Stop - Today it means start your gravity engine
cars... 

6-22-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined; cocked and loaded
a fleet of 100's of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs... 

6-22-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined; cocked and loaded
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a fleet of Jimmy Carter 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's upgraded to super
conductivity trillion volt, amp, F-35 Radar, iPhone Dash Cam, 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's A/C 24/7. GPS map of your life driving were and when. 

6-22-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined; cocked and loaded
1 million new gas stations for Kim and Xi 

6-22-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined; Kim Xi timing of
their visit skirts the anniversary on Tuesday of the North’s invasion of
South Korea in 1950, which started the Korean War. China fought
alongside the North against the United States and South Korea during
that three-year conflict, losing hundreds of thousands of soldiers... 

6-22-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined; cocked and loaded
1 million new gas stations for Kim and Xi 

6-22-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined; Jimmy Carter the
WindmillCAR President cocked and loaded a fleet of 100's of USS
Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs. “cocked & loaded” strike on Thursday night
with only 10 minutes to spare to avoid the estimated deaths of as many
as 150 people. Jimmy Carter Nobel Peace Prize winner will kill 150
million people and the King of Sweden will not take away his Nobel Peace
Prize, as this is a 1984 George Orwell Society. Jimmy Carter and
Rosalynn as he she is in his public persona church Bishop - what you
don't see in 1984 is abuse of boys killed in wars for $777 Trillion in Oil
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Revenues since 1980. America has wasted too many lives and too much
money in pointless Middle East wars Baghdad Wounded Warriors are
working at the gas station and sending the money to Prince Salman. And
then its spent at a Casino in Vegas. Gina at the CIA can tell you how
much gas money is spent at the Casino. Jimmy and Rosalynn Bill and
Melinda Gates don't agonize over this $777 Trillion in oil money. The
West Point generals, he said, replied that about 150 people would die,
150 million and all the Pink women, a few more million. All waiting for
the West Point generals to tell Trump to sell his gas stations for the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. Hero General driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR to the NY Times front page with a picture of Jimmy
Carter in the back seat with Rosalynn. Time to kill since Jimmy Carter
in 1980. How many died, were murdered by Jimmy and Bill Gates? Mr.
Trump told NBC’s Chuck Todd. “And I didn’t like it, I didn’t think, I
didn’t think it was proportionate.” Trump has an Mac Book Pro on his
desk, Ivanka has a Mac Book Pro on her desk. So why no sanctions on
Win 10. This is what Trump should kill, Win 10 not people. Pentagon
lawyers drafting worst-case scenarios not killing off Win 10. West
Point will not become a Medical School. Millions will die from virus and
disease. Plagues of London will go on forever like the Physics of Time at
CERN. Pentagon lawyers are typically involved in casualty and collateral
damage estimates, charged with considering the worst possible
outcome... iMac @ $13,384 at every table Starbucks Paris. Mr. Trump
may have “no choice” but to “bomb the hell out of them.” Jimmy Carter
is at Peace with God he said over and over again and again... fiery car
wrecks today are all classified, Secret. 1984 George Orwell of course.
$777 Trillion in Oil Revenues too. Secret! $777 Trillion and in Key West
she allegedly stole several orchids, a Orchids Starbucks Cafe in front
of the Post Office would be Paradise in Key West Post Card as the PO
in Key West with Bars and blocks to prevent bikes inside looks like a
George Orwell Prison. How much will the Fed have left from $777
Trillion after buying 1,001 Orchids. Yes 1,001 and many SUV
umbrellas. Remember Mecca just spent $1 Trillion on Shade for its
believers in God. 

6-22-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined to the Admirals
War not Star Wars Jewish Exodus! 
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6-22-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined; Sun Stop Sign
Summer Solstice, solstice meaning Sun Stop - Today it means start
your gravity engine cars. Don't plug anything in like Vegas and Qatar
Trump Casino's overlooking the millions of fiery wrecks from 1980 to
2019. L.A. to Vegas and Back by Electric Car: 8 Hours Driving; 5 More
Plugged In" "We were not the only ones with time to kill" By IVAN
PENN We were not the only ones with time to kill" by Ivan Penn NY
Times. Ivan is not a Pink NY Times employee maybe a temp. As Pink
women 1 million will die a tortured death without the Times writing up
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. Ivan drank as much whiskey... At
Whiskey Pete’s Casino at the Nevada-California border, there is a vast
array of gas pumps, along with a single charging post for electric
vehicles.CreditPhilip Cheung for The New York Times. Ivan and all
drivers in the Chevy Bold can drink as much whiskey as they want
driving. No one can drink whiskey in the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR it has
an iPhone Dash Cam and iCop in your car with sensors. Siri will tell you
Whiskey and Coors cause breast cancers. War Crime by the Germans
again by Porsche will start selling a Taycan for $130,000 that it claims
can be topped up in 10 minutes at newer, faster Level 3 chargers.
California Public Utilities Commission and other state regulators have
allowed companies to pass those costs on to their customers. Qatar
there are no electric bills, or water bills, or trash bills thanks to Ivan
at the NY Times. War Crime Journalists killing time while millions of
Pink women are tortured to death by Prince Salman and Trump.
"Erdogan’s Purges Leave Turkey’s Justice System Reeling" By
CARLOTTA GALL Carlotta didn't mention Erdogan's Purges of Breast
Cancer Nobel Prize winners are all dead in Turkey! WHO at the UN has
noted this and Trump vetoed it. 

6-22-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined to $777 Trillion in
illegal gas money $$$ 

Friday, June 21, 2019 at 10:54 am in Minneapolis. In terms of
daylight, this day is 6 hours, 51 minutes longer than on December
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Solstice. Physics of this is over their heads for the 2 White Men at
1984 HQ, grin. 6 hours 59 minutes hell to pay... 84 minutes! 

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Trump Iran strike: "Cocked and
loaded" to strike Iran, Trump says he called off operation when told
150 would likely die - 150 women will die from cocked and loaded
wounded warriors from Prince Harry's Afghan War. 

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Donald Trump: ‘Pink Women are Out
of His League’ 

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Donald Trump: ‘Pink Women are Out
of His League’ 150 dead in Iran Strike 150,000 dead women in the
USA Trump War on Breast Cancer no work... predicted deaths was not
a proportionate action in Iran War and Breast cancer War! 

“Every Patient Tells a Story: Medical Mysteries and the Art of
Diagnosis.” If you have a solved case to share with Dr. Sanders, write
her at Lisa.Sandersmd@gmail.com. 
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6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Homeland Security Lab Test Results
provided a little unexpected comfort to both doctor and widow. Lisa
Sanders @ Star Wars Galaxy Edge at Disneyland. Job description of
Homeland Security in their new lab drawing blood from everyone at
JFK, comfort to Dr. Lisa writing this for the NY Times. 

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Shoot down Breast Cancer Any
One... not 4 Star Admirals with $777 Trillion and a fleet of USS
Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs brand New, grin. James G. Stavridis, who
retired as a four-star admiral after serving as the supreme allied
commander at the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, warned that the
two countries were in a dangerous game that could quickly spiral out of
control. He described Iran’s downing of the drone, which costs about
$130 million, as a “logical albeit $777 Trillion is at this Trump-Iran
Casino $$$ and the Jews want all this illegal gas money for their
Exodus, watch out Trump-Ivanka... albeit used for the sole purpose of
sounding more intelligent... in confiscating all of Iran and Prince
Salman's $777 Trillion, shoot this down Trump! Trump did shoot this
down after talking to his Saudi Prince, grin $$$. Trump Approves
Strikes on Iran, but Then Abruptly Pulls Back after reading this about
taking all their $$$ Trillion. Military and diplomatic officials still
expected a strike as of 7 p.m. Thursday in retaliation for Iran shooting
down an unmanned American drone. $130 million and the 2 White Men
at 1984 HQ painted it Pink to irradiate the breast cancer women. 1984
Humor in Pink War Toys. Like the fiery wrecks on CNN, not on CNN. 

Donald Trump: ‘Pink Women are Out of His League’ 

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Breast Cancer War Millions Dead
World Wide, these Leaders are not the Women's MD's! trip is the first
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by a Chinese leader to North Korea in 14 years. In the past year, Mr.
Xi and Mr. Kim have met four times in China. But the 66-year-old
Chinese leader, who has shown disdain for Mr. Kim, 35, had been
reluctant to go to North Korea until now. He had been expected to visit
sometime this year, but the trip was apparently arranged fairly quickly
so the Chinese leader could use it as leverage with Mr. Trump next
week. The timing of the visit skirts the anniversary on Tuesday of the
North’s invasion of South Korea in 1950, which started the Korean
War. China fought alongside the North against the United States and
South Korea during that three-year conflict, losing hundreds of
thousands of soldiers... 

Donald Trump: ‘Pink Women are Out of His League’ 

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; These Korean and Chinese leaders
Xi and Kim are no different than Prince Harry and Henry VIII, they
will lose Millions more women to the War on Breast Cancer to create
their Universe of Wounded Warriors Hero's while killing the Jew Hero
Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR to Exodus. 

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Xi would stop short of what Breast
Cancer Women World Wide Want the Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at
Starbucks, the North Korean leader wants, which is for China to use its
power at the United Nations to reverse the sanctions that are
pummeling his country’s economy. Paint the UN Pink! Trump will veto
this! 

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Donald Trump: ‘Pink Women are Out
of His League’ 
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6-21-2019 Calm Down; Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac's @
$13,384 is going to be a Disney Movie! 

6-21-2019 Calm Down; Trump killing 150 in Iran and Bill Gates killing
million in the USA, Not Proportionate. iMac's @ $13,384 at every cafe
table in Starbucks Paris, how many French MD's would get the art of
the diagnosis, 150 lives would be saved from the right correct diagnosis
just ask Dr. Lisa Sanders. 

6-21-2019 Calm Down; Not Proportionate City Hall Key West spending
$ million on a Free Duval Bus instead of an iMac Lab at all the vacant
store fronts on Duval Key West. 

F-35 Radar on the 2019 WindmillFord's cost more than the Ford $$$ 
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Shoot down Breast Cancer Any One... 12 Star Women with 12 Trillion
Galaxies Albeit... albeit. An increasingly overused synonym for the
words although and however; used for the sole purpose of sounding more
intelligent. 

6-21-2019 Calm Down; Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac's @
$13,384 is going to be a Disney Movie! 
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6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Donald Trump: ‘Pink Women are Out
of His League’ 

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Donald Trump: ‘Pink Women are Out
of His League’ 

“Every Patient Tells a Story: Medical Mysteries and the Art of
Diagnosis.” If you have a solved case to share with Dr. Sanders, write
her at Lisa.Sandersmd@gmail.com. 

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Homeland Security Lab Test Results
provided a little unexpected comfort to both doctor and widow. Lisa
Sanders @ Star Wars Galaxy Edge at Disneyland. Job description of
Homeland Security in their new lab drawing blood from everyone at
JFK, comfort to Dr. Lisa writing this for the NY Times. 
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6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Lab test for years and years cam
back ok then the Dr. Sent the test to a different lab... It came from
the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn., one of the few labs able to test
for immune-mediated diseases of the brain. He had an autoimmune
encephalopathy; 

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; antibody - antigen War 

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Donald Trump: ‘Pink Women are Out
of His League’ Personality Changes when with Dr. Pink MD women. Dr.
Hersch ordered lab tests for each of these disorders for his current
patient. The results came in over the following week. It wasn’t M.S. It
wasn’t any of the heavy metals. Then, two weeks after the man’s first
seizure, the doctor got the answer he’d been looking for. It came from
the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn., one of the few labs able to test
for immune-mediated diseases of the brain. He had an autoimmune
encephalopathy; his symptoms were caused by an antibody that was
first described in 2000, called Caspr2. The disorder caused by this
rogue antibody is usually seen in men over 65 who, like this patient,
develop fluctuations in blood pressure or heart rate, changes in
personality, insomnia and problems with balance. 

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; New Judge in the 9/11 Trial at
Guantánamo Inherits a Complex History By CAROL ROSENBERG History
of the 1980 to 2919 Ford WindmillCAR's, history of fiery wrecks no
one not even Jimmy Carter and his wife stopped to help. Millions of Pink
Road Kills by Prince Harry's Wounded Warrior's. Heros. 
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6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; After Iran War, In Hawaii,
Construction to Begin on Disputed Telescope Project. At NASA Super
Shuttle Train of 100's of Super Challengers in a Train with many
Telescopes construction to Begin after the Iran War and Prince Salman
is at Guantanamo. 

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Dr. Lisa Sanders @ Home Homeland
Security Lab, The patient was relieved to finally get a name for his
strange collection of symptoms. He and his wife flew to the Mayo Clinic
to start the treatment. His improvement has been slow, and even after
three years, he isn’t fully recovered. Several months after making this
diagnosis, Hersch ran into the widow of the patient who died of
autoimmune encephalitis. He told her that although he hadn’t been able
to save her husband, what he learned from him helped save another
life. It was news that, though hard to acknowledge, provided a little
unexpected comfort to both doctor and widow. Lisa Sanders, M.D., is a
contributing writer for the magazine and the author of “Every Patient
Tells a Story: Medical Mysteries and the Art of Diagnosis.” If you have
a solved case to share with Dr. Sanders, write her at
Lisa.Sandersmd@gmail.com. 

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Homeland Security Lab Test Results
provided a little unexpected comfort to both doctor and widow. Lisa
Sanders @ Star Wars Galaxy Edge at Disneyland. Job description of
Homeland Security in their new lab drawing blood from everyone at
JFK, comfort to Dr. Lisa writing this for the NY Times. 
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6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; 

6-21-2019 Calm Down; Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac's @
$13,384 is going to be a Disney Movie! 

6-21-2019 Calm Down; Putin the Last Oil God Czar of Russia. The Last
West Point Classmates without an MD. Mr. Esper, who fought in the
gulf war before becoming a lobbyist for Raytheon, would join a national
security team with his West Point classmate, Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo. 

6-21-2019 Calm Down; Time Is Running Out to Stop an Ebola Epidemic,
100's of virus and diseases from Ivanka's Whooping cough to Trumps
syphilis. Time is running out for West Point without a class of MD's as
Time at CERN is a God particle and the Jews are running out of time
for their Exodus Coup on the rest of the Military World as Star Wars
is here at Disneyland Florida, grin! 
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6-21-2019 Calm Down; Generals and MD's Not Proportionate for 5
Billion People and 12 Trillion Galaxies! 

6-21-2019 Calm Down; Generals and MD's Not Proportionate in getting
$777 trillion in blood money kick backs and gov perks from illegal gas
stations and fiery wrecks, kids DNA in poison gas attacks in Syria. Key
West. 

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Donald Trump: ‘Pink Women are Out
of His League’ 

“Every Patient Tells a Story: Medical Mysteries and the Art of
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Diagnosis.” If you have a solved case to share with Dr. Sanders, write
her at Lisa.Sandersmd@gmail.com. 

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Homeland Security Lab Test Results
provided a little unexpected comfort to both doctor and widow. Lisa
Sanders @ Star Wars Galaxy Edge at Disneyland. Job description of
Homeland Security in their new lab drawing blood from everyone at
JFK, comfort to Dr. Lisa writing this for the NY Times. 

6-20-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” iMac @ $13,384 looking into the
Apple Store To Have Have Not Win 10 - Ha! 

Win 10 F-35 Radar on the WindmillFord's cost more than the Ford.
SARASOTA — Authorities say two teenage brothers and a teenage girl
are dead following a crash on a Florida causeway. A Sarasota police
news release says the crash occurred early Wednesday, yesterday. The
teen girl was looking for an iMac. The rich oil men in Sarasota could buy
every teen an iMac Friday the first day of Summer at 10 am. June
Solstice (Summer Solstice) is on Friday, June 21, 2019 at 10:54 am in
Minneapolis. In terms of daylight, this day is 6 hours, 51 minutes
longer than on December Solstice. Physics of this is over thier heads
for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ, grin. 6 hours 59 minutes hell to
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pay... 

Win 10 in use here, NYC to end gas cars and No F-35 Radar on all
Cars... iPhone iDash Cams iCop in your car not behind you as this is
Star Wars. 

6-20-2019 “You Need a Jew Hero, Jew Hero is dead; Israel Shows
Off 'Very Destructive Power' in Massive Military Drills aimed at the
Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca for Victory
over Allah and Moslems $$$ Are We Headed for War With Iran? No,
War to confiscate $777 Trillion from Prince Salman all in Swiss Banks
run by Jews, grin. 

6-20-2019 “You Need to Win a Nobel! Oil $$$ Trump is giving up on
regime change in Venezuela because it's complicated and he got bored,
report says Trump reportedly thought of Venezuela as "low-hanging
fruit" the 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter Combine can harvest and
package for the USA. 

6-20-2019 “You Need to Win a Nobel! Glass breaks until someone wins
a Nobel for Glass that will not break, glass is all over the Key West
bike path and someone in line at Starbucks just dropped a glass cup
breaking it... 
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6-20-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” iMac @ $13,384 at every
Starbucks Cafe Table in Paris is a sure Bet at the Qatar-London
Casino. Virus Plagues are causing Chaos in the Ruling Class. 

6-20-2019 CNN News @ Gloria Vanderbilt’s 2019 memoir driving the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR on CNN News! God is Great her guiltless
ruminations. Gloria kept secret 1 Million Fiery Wrecks she drove by...
Amazon and the NY Times will publish this book titled "Gloria and CNN
kept secret 1 Million Fiery Wrecks." 1 Million dead from Breast Cancer
stats were censored too! From the Headlines! 1,000,000. 

'ME' 'MD' Your Car Wreck You are on Fire - Cats! “You Need to Calm
Down” I'm going to get into the Yale Key West Medical School at 30.
'ME' 'MD' 

'ME' 'MD' 1,001 Nobels in Medicine video too, Calm Down the Doctor
is here! 
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'ME' 'MD' Your Car Wreck You are on Fire! “You Need to Calm Down”
I'm going to get into the Yale Key West Medical School at 30. 'ME'
'MD' Your Car Wreck You are on Fire - Cats! 

6-20-2019 Calm Down; The destruction of evidence and the active role
of the Saudi consul general in organizing the operation in coordination
with officials in Riyadh suggest that the killing and cover-up were
authorized at the highest levels of the Saudi royal court. ...details
disclosed Wednesday in a new United Nations report on the case so
Calm Down the last Saudi is heading to Poorhouse lane via Key West the
New Richest City in the World. $777 Trillion presents a new challenge
to President Trump who yesterday said he was going to cure breast
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cancer before Ivanka died. $777 Trillion in Rx Breast cancer money
most detailed and authoritative case to date that responsibility for the
killing of Mr. Khashoggi and 1 Million Pink Women and its cover-up lies
at the highest levels of the Saudi royal court and Trump Qatar Casino. 

6-20-2019 Calm Down; extensive access to surveillance of the Qatar
Trump Casino Roulette Wheels, watch this on YouTube for thousands of
hours... United Nations Human Rights Council in Geneva next week plan
to confiscate $777 Trillion from Prince Salman $$$. Blood Money for 1
Million breast cancer women in the USA. 

6-20-2019 Calm Down; Ivanka expressed concern about the possibility
that Saudi Arabia might take similar actions in the future. Since Mr.
Khashoggi’s killing, she said, there have been credible reports of
continuing rights violations, including torture and arbitrary detention,
and threats against Saudi women with breast cancer driving to the
Riyadh Starbucks. Saudis Called Ivanka ‘Sacrificial Pink Cat’ as They
Waited for the breast cancer to kill her. A U.N. report reveals new
details in the killing of the dissident journalist, and says that Crown
Prince Mohammed must have been aware of the operation. Breast
cancer operations are not by Crown Prince Mohammed his are for Saudi
men. Stats on this are classified and marked secret. 

6-20-2019 Calm Down; South Korea to Send the North 50,000 Tons of
Rice, 1 million new gas stations or 1 million Ford WindmillCAR's... The
Unspoken Agenda at the Xi-Kim Meeting? Could Be Messaging Trump,
No! Xi is messaging Ivanka and her breast cancer. No one in China is
working on a Nobel in Medicine for a Rx Pink Latte Recipe at China
Starbucks today! No one out of 1.4 billion Chinese. So this is the
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message for Ivanka. Calm Down Ivanka the Jew Hero is about the Drive
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan. Xi Jinping
Arrives in North Korea, With Many Eyes on Trump. The Chinese leader
met on Thursday with Kim Jong-un, in what American officials see as an
attempt to gain leverage with President Trump. Ivanka needs to email
Xi's Wife and daughters about breast cancer. ASAP. 

6-20-2019 Calm Down; Quebec Errs with IBM's fastest super computer
at Total Oil Company Paris. The IBM-built Pangea III supercomputer
has come online for French energy giant Total Oil, bringing 31.7
petaflops of processing power and 76 petabytes of storage capacity.
It's now the world's most powerful supercomputer outside government-
owned systems. While Pangaea III is ranked 11th overall among the
world's top supercomputers, IBM boasts that Total's new
supercomputer uses the "same IBM Power9 AI-optimized, high-
performance architecture" as the world's two highest-performing
supercomputers, Summit and Sierra, which are owned by the US
Department of Energy. 

6-20-2019 Breast cancer; Quebec Errs with IBM's fastest super
computer at Total Oil Company Paris. The IBM-built Pangea III
supercomputer has come online for French energy giant Total Oil,
bringing 31.7 petaflops of processing power to find more oil not crunch
4 trillion Rx Recipes to get the Rx Pink Recipe for a breast cancer cure
of all stages in 8 days with the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks, a war
crime by IBM and Total oil in Paris and Quebec. Millions of pink women
have died with this misuse of super computer power. 
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6-20-2019 Calm Down; Breast Cancer Operations were Lost by Surgeon
Bush MD in order to kill Moslem Terrorists in Afghanistan, God is Great
for Texas and Bush! More license plates from the 2 White Men at 1984
HQ in Key West. "KN8P Operation Enduring Freedom". Operation
Enduring Freedom (OEF) was the official name used by the U.S.
government for the Global War on Terrorism. On October 7, 2001, in
response to the September 11 attacks, President George W. Bush
announced that airstrikes targeting Al Qaeda and the Taliban had begun
in Afghanistan - 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in Key West will not be
doing any Breast Cancer Operations ever! A War Crime in the War on
Cancer! WindmillCAR is the Operation Enduring Freedom Bush sold his
soul for... 

6-20-2019 Calm Down; Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac's @
$13,384 is going to be a Disney Movie! 

6-20-2019 Calm Down; 

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” GE assembly line for -254 C
super conductivity Windmill turbines for Fords CERN might build them
ha! 

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” Hypersonic Missiles Are
Unstoppable. And They’re Starting a New Global Arms Race. The new
weapons just invented with Oil Revenues not used for the fleet of USS
Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs — which could travel at more than 15 times
the speed of sound with terrifying accuracy. Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs
have 30 nukes and there must be 1,001 Subs maybe more. Calm down
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they have Oil Money to spend. Fire!! 

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” Starbucks Rx Pink Recipe hacking
of 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trace secret is on the desk of the King of
Sweden, Calm Down only 1 million more deaths as they finish up at the
Qatar Trump Casino in Aspen, Vail, Paris, Rome, Moscow. 

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” Hell is getting to be to real!
Jewish Aliens live streaming from Sirius, CALM dOWN Before you
watch this video... 

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” video isn’t about Taylor Swift its
about 12 Trillion Galaxies and Super Red Pink Giant Stars in our
Universe. “You Need to Calm Down” video in the background are fiery
wrecks and Taylor is stuffed on French Fries with ME MD spelled out
with French Fries. Soy Fry's anyone Rx. 

'ME' 'MD' Your Car Wreck You are on Fire - Cats! “You Need to Calm
Down” I'm going to get into the Yale Key West Medical School at 30.
'ME' 'MD' 

'ME' 'MD' 1,001 Nobels in Medicine video too, Calm Down the Doctor
is here! 
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'ME' 'MD' Your Car Wreck You are on Fire! “You Need to Calm Down”
I'm going to get into the Yale Key West Medical School at 30. 'ME'
'MD' Your Car Wreck You are on Fire - Cats! 

'ME' 'MD' 1,001 Nobels in Medicine video too, Calm Down the Doctor
is here! 

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” As fiery wrecks with mom dad
and the 2 kids in the back seat are in the back ground of this George
Orwell Video for now! 
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6-19-2019 Brookhaven has no plans to build the GE assembly line for
-254 C super conductivity Windmill turbines for Fords CERN might build
them ha! 

6-19-2019 Combat Vet's License Plate # "NOFAT" pulling into the
Hyatt parking garage. "NOGAS" would not have given up the Combat
Vet's all their Windfall Profits and perks from 'OILWINDS" All kept
fiery wrecks secret. "Gloria and CNN and "NOFAT" combat Vet kept
secret 1 Million Fiery Wrecks and the burn units." Heart Transplant
from the Pentagon Chief, Cheney giving $ Trillion to Combats vets not a
Trillion to Childrens hearts. Children’s Hospital Suspends Most Complex
Heart Surgeries. The death rate among patients with the most serious
heart conditions reached nearly 50 percent, newly released data show.
State and federal regulators are investigating." By ELLEN GABLER UN
War Crimes investigates too but only a Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's can reverse the heart surgery deaths with trillions for
combat. $$$ Not the same class as license plates for Oil Vets. $300
million a week from Baghdad. Depraved-heart murders of children,
greed for Oil Money for MIT War Toys and vet license plates.
"NOHEART" license plates. "NOBREAST" Combat Breast Cancer! 

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” Saudi Arabia lost everything at
the Casino! 
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6-19-2019 Combat Pay bought Qatar 40,000 Trump Towers for its
Citizens... grin! $$$ 

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” “You Need to Calm Down” video
isn’t about equality between Taylor Swift and her Nashville Ruling Class
as Qatar is the riches City in the World Nashville never even tried to
be the richest city in the world, Hell Key West was the richest city in
the world, Nashville never even dreamed of this. Mecca has riches
beyond belief because of Jimmy Carter. Plain and simple mind of a Navy
Commander with a wife who married him for the uniform. NASA Rocket
Scientist's were all murdered by Sub Commanders. Calm down NASA
isn’t about equality between Taylor Swift and her Nashville Ruling Class
as Qatar LNG at -254 C was perfected for their Gas Tankers decades
before the GE Turbines at -254 C. Cold Winds. More Americans are
saying they need a variety of animals — cats — for their mental health.
But critics say many are really just pets that do not merit special
status. Looking for Swifts Cats in this video, “You Need to Calm Down”
her cats were rescued from the fires! 

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” Road Rage Driver is the Jew Hero
stuck in traffic going to Mecca!!! 

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” All Oil Revenues are illegal from
hold up's at the Miami, Cuba gas stations! 
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6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” China and India are the one's who
built 1 million new gas stations in 2019 not the USA. 

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” Trump will never again tweet
about the Special Olympic kids with birth defects from Diesel. Ivanka
will... 

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” iMac @ $13,384 at every
Starbucks Cafe Table in Paris is a sure Bet at the Qatar-London
Casino. Virus Plagues are causing Chaos in the Ruling Class. 

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” $1 Trillion in Ford WindmillRV's
Home Design for Apple to fill its Space Ship Campus Parking Lot.
"Google Pledges to Invest $1 Billion to Ease Bay Area Housing Crisis" By
DAISUKE WAKABAYASHI and CONOR DOUGHERTY 
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6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” video isn’t about Taylor Swift its
about 12 Trillion Galaxies and Super Red Pink Giant Stars in our
Universe. “You Need to Calm Down” video in the background are fiery
wrecks and Taylor is stuffed on French Fries with ME MD spelled out
with French Fries. Soy Fry's anyone Rx. 

'ME' 'MD' Your Car Wreck You are on Fire - Cats! “You Need to Calm
Down” I'm going to get into the Yale Key West Medical School at 30.
'ME' 'MD' 

'ME' 'MD' 1,001 Nobels in Medicine video too, Calm Down the Doctor
is here! 
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'ME' 'MD' Your Car Wreck You are on Fire! “You Need to Calm Down”
I'm going to get into the Yale Key West Medical School at 30. 'ME'
'MD' Your Car Wreck You are on Fire - Cats! 

'ME' 'MD' 1,001 Nobels in Medicine video too, Calm Down the Doctor
is here! 

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” As fiery wrecks with mom dad
and the 2 kids in the back seat are in the back ground of this George
Orwell Video for now! 

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” As 18,000 murders in 2019 in the
USA are a 'Fire' at 1984 HQ for the 2 White Men in Charge of the
USA. "Anthony Zottola, 41, of Larchmont, N.Y., hired a member of
the Bloods gang, Bushawn Shelton, 35, to kill his father and his older
brother, Salvatore, prosecutors said. Mr. Shelton in turn outsourced
the job to several other members of the Bloods, according to a new
indictment in the case unsealed on Tuesday in the Eastern District of
New York" Homeland Security is for Terrorists not Anthony Zottola
masterminding murders in NYC. Calm Down! Murderers planted the
tracking devices on the cars of their targets to murder, 1984 anyone?
Move from NYC murders to Turkey. Jamal Khashoggi Was My Fiancé.
His Killers Are Roaming Free. Washington hasn’t done enough to bring
the murdered Saudi columnist’s killers to justice. Saudi women who
drove a Ford for Hillary were murdered by Prince Salman. Jew Hero
who tried to drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and
Manhattan's Wall Street were murdered... one way or another, grin.
“Jews, You Need to Calm Down” Jamal Khashoggi Was My Fiancé. His
Killers Are Roaming Free. Washington hasn’t done enough to bring the
murdered Saudi columnist’s killers to justice. By Hatice Cengiz. Ms.
Cengiz was engaged to the Saudi columnist Jamal Khashoggi. NY Times
just got the widow murdered by Saudi Agents publishing her article in
the NY Times censoring out 1 million fiery Wrecks in the USA since
Jimmy Carter's Time in office. There are no "Burn Unit" articles in the
Times today just the missile at 15 times the speed of light the
Pentagon just invented not a new 'Burn Unit" that will win a 2019 Nobel
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in Medicine. “You Need to Calm Down” at the NY Times as $777 Trillion
in Oil Revenues is to much money for someone in NYC not to take away
from Prince Salman. The Times Editors should realize this, grin. As for
Utopian NYC with no sons killing their Dad or Wife the MD Editors of
the Times will get the Job writing the front page news soon. So Calm
Down, grin. Watch Swift Video and wonder why the flames are in most
of the video. 

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” the murdering 298 passengers
with a missile that didn't go 15 times faster than the speed of sound...

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” For the first time since Malaysia
Airlines flight MH17 was shot down in July 2014, prosecutors have
announced charges against suspects in the case. Three Russians and a
Ukrainian have been charged with bringing a missile into the area in
eastern Ukraine and with murdering 298 passengers and crew. The
passenger flight was en route from Amsterdam to Kuala Lumpur when it
was shot down over conflict-hit Ukraine. A court case will begin in the
Netherlands on 9 March 2020. International arrest warrants have been
issued for the four men. The Dutch-led joint investigation team (JIT)
named the men as Igor Girkin, Sergei Dubinsky and Oleg Pulatov from
Russia, as well as Ukrainian Leonid Kharchenko. Most prominent of the
four is Igor Girkin (also known as Strelkov), who prosecutors say is a
former colonel in Russia's FSB intelligence service. He was given the
minister of defence title in the rebel-held eastern Ukrainian city of
Donetsk. 

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” Nuke Mines are in the Ocean's
1,001 maybe 10,001 but not set to go off until they Calm Down with
blowing up oil tankers. Navy said that mine fragments pointed to Iran in
a tanker attack in the Gulf of Oman last week. 

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” George Orwell at the Pentagon is
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working on a new neuralyzer, the tool the men in black use to erase the
memories of witnesses and fiery wrecks. 1,001 Aliens in Men in Black 4
charisma to make better Aliens in movie #5. Yes there will be a MiB 5.
The new neuralyzer brings back memories, grin. And the Aliens sex is
good. grin. “Men in Black: International 5” will get a Ford Gravity
Engine Car without the rockets. Really! Women in Black, No women in
pink... Army of Distant Aliens open the next movie to movie in a Movie,
a few of them for good measure and some real NASA photos of the
Universe. Einstein in Black joins the cast too. Alone with his wife's. Yes
there is a Polygamist Einstein in the next movie. 

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” George Orwell 

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” George Orwell 

6-18-2019 50% hell more like 15% survive a cardiac arrest - combat
this! Cardiac arrest. Blood flow to my heart wasn’t the issue. Instead,
it was an “electrical problem,” the doctors told me. Cardiologists would
later confirm that there was no blockage of my arteries. A random
electric malfunction caused an arrhythmia that stopped my heart... 

6-18-2019 8,000 Apple Watch employees no temps all Apple ID people
are going to Sweden to get the 30 minutes alarm for cardiac arrest
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warning... and a Nobel in Medicine! How much will this cost... $$$. 

6-18-2019 Dr. Mwe San MD swapped her scrubs and white coat for
bikinis and lingerie on Facebook, including three in which she exposed
her breasts... Breast cancer tumor coming through the breast,
Facebook and the NY Times, Washington Post refuse to post this
picture on the front page as shock and Awe of Bush's mass murder of
millions of breast cancer women world wide in is Greed for Baghdad oil
revenues of $300 a week. None going to the Rx Recipe for the
Starbucks Pink Latte. She always wore appropriate attire when working
as a doctor, she said. In revoking her MD license, the council said she
violated the January agreement and “traditional Myanmar culture” by
continuing to post revealing images. Breast Cancer in traditional
Myanmar culture. MD High School in Myanmar, grin! 

6-18-2019 Gloria Vanderbilt’s 2019 memoir driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR on CNN News! God is Great! “Shall I start with scandal, or
broken dreams? With great love, or shattering loss?” she wrote, inviting
readers into her guiltless ruminations. Gloria kept secret 1 Million Fiery
Wrecks she drove by... Amazon and the NY Times will publish this book
titled "Gloria and CNN kept secret 1 Million Fiery Wrecks." 

6-18-2019 Gloria Vanderbilt jeans soon became a $100 million-a-year
business - Gloria Vanderbilt Oil Company must be a $1 Trillion dollar a
year business. Orwellian comment from CNN News are distant as
Galaxies about the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ and their inner circle of
Oil Hackers who hacked into Saudi Arabia's $777 Trillion. 
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6-18-2019 $$$ Oil lavish party life in Vail, Aspen, Paris, London,
Biarritz, the Swiss Alps and the Riviera. George Orwell 1984 YouTube
videos after the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is driven in Mecca and NYC will
confirmed Americans’ worst impressions of the super rich via YouTube. 

6-18-2019 Jimmy Carter will be on a YouTube video talking about his
go to Hell Oil-God's in greed, debauchery! Gloria in Hell thoughts... 

6-18-2019 Hack a Moscow Power Grid hell we need to Hack her
Medical Records of her sex life... for all the poor rich girls just
starting out in life not knowing anything about sex diseases. George
Orwell wrote about the Russian Baker had syphilis, certainly there was
more than one Russian Banker. Gloria returned to New York in 1932 to
have her tonsils out and stayed the summer to recuperate. 

6-18-2019 She had Sex affairs with Errol Flynn, Frank Sinatra, Gene
Kelly, Howard Hughes and Marlon Brando. Growing up in her aunt’s
mansions in New York City and on Long Island, with servants,
chauffeurs, lawyers, tutors, private schools and trips abroad, Ms.
Vanderbilt searched for fulfillment as an artist, a fashion model, a
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poet, a playwright and an actress of stage, screen and television. She
had Sex affairs with Errol Flynn, Frank Sinatra, Gene Kelly, Howard
Hughes and Marlon Brando. 

6-18-2019 She married and divorced three men — a mobster who beat
her; the conductor Leopold Stokowski, who was 42 years older and
preoccupied with his own career; and the film director Sidney Lumet. In
her later years the photographer Gordon Parks, who died in 2006, was
her companion. 

6-18-2019 Dr. Mwe San MD swapped her scrubs and white coat for
bikinis and lingerie on Facebook, including three in which she exposed
her breasts... Breast cancer tumor coming through the breast,
Facebook and the NY Times, Washington Post refuse to post this
picture on the front page as shock and Awe of Bush's mass murder of
millions of breast cancer women world wide in is Greed for Baghdad oil
revenues of $300 a week. None going to the Rx Recipe for the Pink
Latte. She always wore appropriate attire when working as a doctor,
she said. In revoking her MD license, the council said she violated the
January agreement and “traditional Myanmar culture” by continuing to
post revealing images. Breast Cancer in traditional Myanmar culture. MD
High School in Myanmar, grin! 

6-18-2019 3,000 light year climb by women on Earth, start with 7 or
8 light year climb to Sirius, the Super Giant. Physics World just
reported a Super Giant Star 250 times the size of our Sun. Shall we
climb this one? "I’ve made a career out of managing fear of 12 Trillion
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Galaxies and what is out there. I wanted to cry every single time I was
3,000 feet off the ground on El Cap but I knew how to push through
that and perform. That gripped feeling — sweaty palms and all — was
right there when I called my primary sponsor, Outdoor Research, and
said, call the King of Sweden, get into the Nobel Prize Class with the
8,000 Cuban MD's. "Theo is now five. Combining sports and motherhood
has not been easy but it has been exceptional. Since becoming a parent,
I feel a deeper connection to women, and men, in my sport, which is
part of what being a sponsored athlete is about. Theo travels with me.
He sees elite women climbing. He sees elite men climbing." We will read
and watch CNN news about the Nobel for building the first Gravity
Engine and watch it climb El Cap next to the rope climbers. 

6-18-2019 40 years or here tomorrow, 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter
Combines. Or Speed-Breeding Crops to Feed the Future. Make work
government employees at Brookhaven National Labs got this article into
the NY Times and censored out the 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter
Combines article and picture on the front page of the NY Times and
Washingtion Post. 

6-18-2019 

6-18-2019 Picture is Mandy Miles Navy Blue Angels Joy Riders getting
a better view of 1 million fiery wrecks kept secret from the front page
of the NY Times, CNN and the Key West Citizen. Burn Unit money
went to turtles on Hemingway Beach... I wrote for a year about 2
years ago every week on her "Tan Lines" Art of the Diagnosis articles in
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Sundays Key West news paper. I wrote to much and to good as she
stopped giving me anything to write about. 

 

6-18-2019 Picture is Mandy Miles Navy Blue Angels Joy Rider getting a
better view of 1 million fiery wrecks kept secret from the front page
of the NY Times, CNN and the Key West Citizen. Burn Unit money
went to turtles on Hemingway Beach... I wrote for a year about 2
years ago every week on her Art of the Diagnosis articles in Sundays
paper. I wrote to much and to good as she stopped giving me anything
to write about. 
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6-17-2019 Any Pope would smash a Prism even today. Wife's have
their electromagnetic spectrum of inspiration that can be seen and
unseen. Art of the Diagnosis of a Women's electromagnetic spectrum
could be written by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD for the NY Times. Cravings
show up in a Prism. Love! 

6-17-2019 Brookhaven has no plans to build the GE assembly line for
-254 C super conductivity Windmill turbines for Fords CERN might build
them ha! 

6-17-2019 Apple-Amazon merge with Starbucks! 

6-17-2019 iPhone is your Drivers License. 

6-17-2019 iPhone Drivers License; Progressives Vowed Driver’s Licenses
for the Undocumented. Then the Suburbs Spoke Up.By VIVIAN WANG
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Your current GPS location is your DMV address. Yes the DMV and
Traffic Cops can text you about your driving skills road rage and
require a drivers training class. Plus check your insurance, 

6-17-2019 IBM highs of Invention at Los Alamos and Brookhaven used
independent contractors, poor choice to win a Nobel but IBM was not
after a Nobel just a government contract. 

6-17-2019 IBM created incentives to outsource knowing the GE
assembly line was far from Nobel. 

6-17-2019 IBM talks up their social responsibility policies, they still
profit no matter who makes the Gravity Engine! IBM and Boeing are
making Bone Saws for Prince Salman outside Jimmy Carters Peanut
Plantation. Forgot to order the 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines
and Fire Engines. Every year less and less like Toy Story 5. 

6-17-2019 IBM talks up their social responsibility policies, Jewish 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's with -254 C GE turbines; resentments every NY
Times news story about Prince Salman and the Bone Saw Murder, not
the murder of every Jew on Earth via Exodus to Sirius stopped by the
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top brass still wanting blood money from Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion.
IBM has a Palace Office in Saudi Arabia. "Man With ‘Kill Rabbi Max’
Tattoo on Arm Is Arrested in Arson. The blaze destroyed Rabbi
Jonathan Max’s home in Brooklyn and severely damaged two adjacent
buildings." By JOHN LELAND and ASHLEY SOUTHALL 

6-17-2019 The Supreme Court declined to rule on another clash
between Jews and Bone Saw Blood Money just paid out by Prince Salman
over the last Bone Saw Murder $1 Trillion to Trump and others. Clash
between Jewish Exodus and Prince Salman stay at home on Earth in a
Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies. Jews driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's into Mecca and Manhattan's Wall Street for their $
Trillions from this Godsend Jimmy Carter gave to Moslems! 

6-17-2019 Ivanka the daughter' Rx Perfume not even on a assembly
line at Brookhaven National Labs. 

6-17-2019 Brookhaven National Labs Nobody checks your identity
masterminds make work for the next 30 years getting super conductivity
up to room temperature instead of working on the GE Assembly line
today building -254 C super cold GE turbines for the Ford and Carnival
Ships. European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in France has no
incentive from Total the French Government Oil Company to work on a
GE assembly line building the first -254 C super conductive GE
'Turbines for Ford's' Government workers in France and Brookhaven
unknown mechanism empower high-temperature 80 F super conductivity,"
Miao said. "It certainly warrants further exploration across other
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materials to see how prevalent this phenomenon is. It's a key insight,
certainly, but it's too soon to say how it may unlock the HTS
mechanism." That further exploration will include additional HTS
materials as well as other synchrotron facilities, notably Brookhaven
Lab's National Synchrotron Light Source II (NSLS-II), a DOE Office
of Science User Facility. "Using new beamlines at NSLS-II, we will
have the freedom to rotate the sample and take advantage of
significantly better energy resolution," Dean said. "This will give us a
more complete picture of electron correlations throughout the sample.
There's much more discovery to come." 5 billion people on Earth are
waiting for the delivery of first -254 C super conductive GE 'Turbines
for Ford's' 

6-17-2019 CERN built miles and miles of super conductivity at -254 C
Resources CERN staff 1 technician + another one part time till the end
of LS1, thereafter, more t.b.d. 2 academic engineers (1 fellow) part
time till the end of LS1, thereafter, more t.b.d. FSU’s as needed, only
after LS1, i.e. September 2013 t.b.c. Service contracts with
specialized firms (initial duration ~2 years) Academic engineer, technical
engineer, draftsman, and experienced practitioner To anticipate
technology transfer towards industry at an early stage To take into
account, also at an early stage, constraints due to industrial production
2013-09-23 Long coil and fabrication tooling development status and
plans14 Work package DescriptionFirm Effort [FTE] Start [* t.b.c.]
WP1Cable insulation, winding, and binder curingAlstom Power Systems~
1.82013-09-02 WP2 Reaction heat treatment, coil instrumentation,
impregnation Babcock Noell~ 2.22014-01-06 WP3Construction of the
collared-coil dipoleASG Superconductors~ 12015-05-04* WP6Active
part construction for collared-coil dipoleASG Superconductors~ 12015-
11-02* WP9Finishing of the cold mass assemblyAlstom Power Systems~
0.72016-03-01 Conclusions Work plan established, possible but quite
ambitious ? Contracts for major tooling on-going Contracts for tooling
ancillaries to be launched Personnel plan established ? CERN staff
Service contracts with experienced contractors And later (after LS1),
FSU’s 2013-09-23 Long coil and fabrication tooling development status
and plans15 
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6-17-2019 Brookhaven has no plans to build the GE assembly line for
-254 C super conductivity turbines for Fords. They decided to invent
80 F GE turbines in 40 years of government make work. 

6-17-2019 IBM Perfecting the GE assembly lines at Star Wars Today,
the highest Assembly Line for Model T Ford's with windmills at a very
cold -254 C. 

6-17-2019 Super conductivity Windmill Turbines for the Assembly Line
at GE @ U.S. Department of Energy's 

6-17-2019 Brookhaven National Laboratory and Los Alamos. This is
what the Government should be working on today. 

6-17-2019 Ivanka the daughter' Rx Perfume not even on a assembly
line at Brookhaven as the scientists are smelling something different at
a higher temperature not ready for the GE assembly line today for the
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2019 Ford windmillCAR's without a order for Starbucks pink Latte. 

6-17-2019 Ivanka with 3 kids told him to get checked for Whooping
Cough, leave she told Mick Mulvaney to Leave Oval Office for Coughing
on 3 of her kids... acting Chief of Staff Mick Mulvaney to leave the
Oval Office during an interview because Mulvaney was coughing, not
knowing if he had the Whooping Cough virus in his cough. 

6-17-2019 Ivanka ordered everyone tested for Whooping Cough virus...

6-17-2019 Trillions of Cashews; Solving a cashew Mathematical
Mystery with Miracle Grow for the Amazon Cashew and Figs harvested
via 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines. 
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6-17-2019 Trillions of Cashews; Solving a cashew Mathematical
Mystery 

6-17-2019 By Eric Ravenscraft "Bush Shock and Awe of Baghdad then
add in $300 million a week from their Oil and then put in the shock and
awe of DNA blown code via diesel exhaust. AI can take this to a high
level of super computer simulations. 1,001 super computer simulations.
CIA looking for poison gas attack gets a Diesel in DNA super computer
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simulation. Hi Gina! NY Times writes something else for DNA - "How to
Protect Your DNA Data Before and After Taking an at-Home Test"
Mail-in genetic tests offer a wealth of information about your ancestry
and insight into medical risks — in exchange for a lot of data. Here’s
where that data goes, and how to delete it. By Eric Ravenscraft" How
to protect kids DNA is not for the NY Times Nobel. 

6-17-2019 Have App, Will Travel Like I'm Married to a MD.
Hopefully. The push to wear a 'Red Nose' for heart attacks and
cardiac arrest awareness in eating and driving is not the same as a app
that lets you travel as if you are married to a MD. Get activities
through MD apps and websites has never been more vigorous, will be
with White House heart attacks in the news. Burger Kings all veggie
burgers, no more red meat burgers at Burger King will make many
realize the stats for cardiac arrest and heart attack have been
classified as secret by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Next Burger King
will have treadmill desk. AI how many treadmill desk are at the NY
Times, none! Berlin-based aggregator, Yale Key West Medical School
aggregator. Yes more treadmill desk than MD's. Paris-based invention
tourists. 

6-16-2019 The highs of Invention Literature, from Dr. Nobel working
on nitro in his lab to this Nitro Recipe in a Hemingway House Writing
Class that looks more like a Star Wars Writing Class than Hemingway.
8,000 Cuban MD's in Nobels Lab in Sweden getting high for their
Recipe for a Nobel shared by 8,000 MD's. A First for the King of
Sweden. Unseen Gravity Invention. Prism of the electromagnetic
spectrum of light. Any Pope would smash a Prism even today. Wife's
have their electromagnetic spectrum of inspiration that can be seen and
unseen. Art of the Diagnosis of a Women's electromagnetic spectrum
could be written by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD for the NY Times. Cravings
show up in a Prism. Greed of Oil Men is the super gravity that fuels the
entire Earth and every big city from London to Paris today. When it
should be the Rx Recipe Cure for Breast cancer. Dr. Susan Love's 1
Million Army of Women in Sweden using iMac's at all the close
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storefronts hacking 4 trillion Rx Recipes, this will never happen. Though
Dr. Love has enough breast cancer money to do it $$$. Turning the
world order upside down starting with Dr. Love to the Elite rich oil men
in Paris with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues not seen with the
WindmillCAR's spectrum of Rx Recipe cure for incurable disease that
plague London and Paris without a George Orwell Novel as they watch
everyone! 

6-16-2019 Exxon-Mobil-BP Oil "When Dead Companies Don’t Die!" UN
knows very well Diesel exhaust is a poison gas that blows apart DNA
Code in millions of Children world wide, the UN could die when the 2019
Ford WindmillCar is born. Vestlandet, Norway, Is ‘Oh, My God’ A
Norway Oil Tanker is on fire in the Gulf. 

This Sunday Morning Fathers Day someone turned off the electricity,
all of Argentina and Uruguay, are without electric power — and an
electric company official called the blackout “unprecedented.” 

“Unprecedented” in the USA is Ivanka didn't give Dad a 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR for Fathers Day 2019... 

Ivanka buys Dad a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR and Boeing 979 that fly's
into orbit for 15 Mins lands in Paris... she designed this Boeing Jet
that can fly into orbit for 15 mins on her iMac. 
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Ivanka buys Dad a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR and Boeing 979 that fly's
into orbit for 15 Mins lands in Paris... she designed this Boeing Jet
that can fly into orbit for 15 mins on her iMac. 

1,001 Conversations for the Polygamous Marriage... 4 MD Wife's,
iMac's... iPhone GPS tracking Map comings and goings. iPhone Caller ID
@ Star Wars 

6-16-2019 4 Wife's in Hard Hats getting Married at Notre-Dame this
Sunday to save her life from losing the Breast Cancer War by the Rich
Elite in Paris and NYC. Boeing is the Pilot fueled via jet fuel not
Windmills and not flying into orbit for 15 minutes before landing in Paris
with a Rx Recipe for the Starbucks Latte that cures breast-ovary
cancer in every stage in 8 days. Paris Elite will not hire the 8K Cuban
MD's fired in a USA - Cuba War game to work on a Rx Recipe, a war
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crime! Ironic as Notre-Dame will be rebuilt before the Paris Elite get a
Rx Cure for Breast Cancer, a sin! 

Breast Cancer Cured in 5 Years... President Emmanuel Macron pledged
to rebuild Notre-Dame in five years. Not Cure Breast Cancer in 5
years. Today Macron is not working on a Rx Cure for breast cancer in
any way! A Crime! 

How did the fire start, how do the women of Paris being tortured by
breast cancer start a fire in the hearts of the Paris Elite? Mission
Impossible! MI as the Elite in Paris are Oil Men $$$ Not MD's! 

6-16-2019 The Week in Business: Oil Tankers Are Under Attack, and
fiery wrecks across the USA are classified secret by the 2 White Men
at 1984 HQ. 

6-16-2019 No head on collisions in the USA today in Traffic, No
collisions in Traffic in the USA in 2019. "Pirates of Key West should
raise the Flag of the 2019 Ford WindmillCar For Victory over Oil $$$"
$777 Trillion in Oil Money for Key West, the richest City in the World,
sorry Qatar! Mecca's homeless move into the Mosque. 

6-16-2019 "Pirates of Tehran. If Iran won’t change its behavior, we
should sink its Navy." No head on collisions in the USA today in
Traffic, No collisions in Traffic in the USA in 2019. "Iran and the
U.S. Are on a Collision Course" this is the editorial in the NY Times
today!! No head on collisions in the USA today in Traffic, No collisions
in Traffic in the USA in 2019. "Iran and the U.S. Are on a Collision
Course" this is the editorial in the NY Times today when the USA with
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and no gas but F-35 Radar that cost more
than the Ford could be our reality, Utopia in traffic if not for the
editors at the NY Times not making this a editorial. A War Crime! As
Trump Accuses Iran, He Has One Problem: His Own 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR in the White House Garage, Grin! 
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6-16-2019 iMac Computer Labs fill the Empty Storefronts open on the
4th of July too! Crisis and the End of the American Dream by Bill and
Melinda Gates. Software Apps cost many times more than the
computer. Only the iMac Computer Lab can afford Autodesk and
Photoshop. Hooked on Phonics cost over $1,000. Anatomy $10K $$$ 

6-16-2019 Apple-Amazon merge with Starbucks! I’m a Financial
Journalist Who Was Bored Silly by Mergers. Not Anymore. 1,001 items
in every Starbucks plus the iMac and Mac Book Pro's. 

6-16-2019 How to Have a High-End Vacation for Less in Key West.
Here’s how to save in five popular and pricey cities without feeling
deprived reading and writing. Write the Hemingway Nobel Novel in Key
West or any city via the internet just do it. How 1 Click Amazon links
to 1,001 IP invention projects. AI apps Amazon ran on a IBM Super
computer. Start with Bush Shock and Awe of Baghdad add in $300
million a week he gets from their Oil and then put in the shock and awe
of DNA blown code via diesel exhaust. AI can take this to a high level
of super computer simulations. 1,001 super computer simulations waits
for your Key West High-End vacation as this is High-End writing a
Nobel Novel on vacation. 5G get a super computer simulation of 5G so
you can get a high end accessory for 5G in a Hemingway House Nobel
Novel first. Then a Disney Movie. Toy Story 4 with 5G high end
accessories is more like Disney in Star Wars Times. 
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6-16-2019 The highs of Invention Literature, from Dr. Nobel working
on nitro in his lab to this Nitro Recipe in a Hemingway House Writing
Class that looks more like a Star Wars Writing Class than Hemingway.
8,000 Cuban MD's in Nobels Lab in Sweden getting high for their
Recipe for a Nobel shared by 8,000 MD's. A First for the King of
Sweden. Unseen Gravity Invention. Prism of the electromagnetic
spectrum of light. Any Pope would smash a Prism even today. Wife's
have their electromagnetic spectrum of inspiration that can be seen and
unseen. Art of the Diagnosis of a Women's electromagnetic spectrum
could be written by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD for the NY Times. Cravings
show up in a Prism. Greed of Oil Men is the super gravity that fuels the
entire Earth and every big city from London to Paris today. When it
should be the Rx Recipe Cure for Breast cancer. Dr. Susan Love's 1
Million Army of Women in Sweden using iMac's at all the close
storefronts hacking 4 trillion Rx Recipes, this will never happen. Though
Dr. Love has enough breast cancer money to do it $$$. Turning the
world order upside down starting with Dr. Love to the Elite rich oil men
in Paris with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues not seen with the
WindmillCAR's spectrum of Rx Recipe cure for incurable disease that
plague London and Paris without a George Orwell Novel as they watch
everyone! 

6-16-2019 Perfecting -254 C Super conductivity Windmill Turbines for
the Assembly Line at GE @ U.S. Department of Energy's Brookhaven
National Laboratory and Los Alamos. This is what the Government
should be working on today. Father of all Fathers for their Wife's and
daughters on the trail without a Starbucks pink Latte. 
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6-16-2019 Privacy!! We have absolute "Privacy" in a Universe of 12
Trillion Galaxies, Idiots! 

6-16-2019 Privacy!! We have absolute "Privacy" in a Universe of 12
Trillion Galaxies, Idiots! 
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6-15-2019 MiB Movie showing today... The film was released on July
2, 1997, to positive reviews and grossed over $589 million worldwide.
Linda Fiorentino made the movie! Dr. Linda Fiorentino MD in MiB II and
IV didn't get the upgrade to Kant and Salk II reading levels. Google
privacy statements was more interesting article for the NY Times
journalists to write about. So just think of the dialog from Dr. Linda
Fiorentino MD in MiB II and 4 showing today. 

6-15-2019 Microsoft revoked CERN's academic status and the Universe
of 'Time' Time to Fire Microsoft 

6-15-2019 Microsoft revoked CERN's academic status in order to
charge them 10 times as much for Office 365 $$$ 

6-15-2019 Microsoft revoked CERN's academic status in order to
charge them 10 times as much for Office 365 $$$ and the Physics of
'Time will pay the price, Paradise Lost in is also a war crime by Bill and
Melinda Gates' Time to Fire Microsoft and put it in the Public domain,
National Security issue Hell No a matter of finding how Time started
and getting the gravity specs sooner than later at CERN. 
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6-15-2019 Stanford Team Aims at Alexa and Siri With a Privacy-
Minded Alternative - Yale Key West Medical School add on to Alexa
and Siri for a Nobel in Medicine. Nobel Minded at Yale not Stanford.
Grin! 

6-15-2019 1 Million New Gas Stations in China equals 1 million broken
hips and falls in 2019 as they are as related as gas and oil revenues. If
1 million 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's were in China instead of 1 million gas
stations there would not be 1 million broken hips and falls at the
mentality of the Chinese Government would not be one of gasoline and
bone saw Prince Salman but of Salk II and Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Art of
the Diagnosis for falls and 1 million broken hips in China, never written
for the Chinese Elite. 

6-14-2019 Oil Tanker on Fire and Fiery Car Wrecks in the USA today,
only the Oil Tankers on fire make the front page of the NY Times, a
War Crime! 

1 Million tankers on their way to China. 1 million fiery car wrecks in
China, no 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's! 
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1 Million tankers on their way to China. 1 million fiery car wrecks in
China, no 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's! 

6-14-2019 Oil Tanker on Fire and Fiery Car Wrecks in the USA today,
only the Oil Tankers on fire make the front page of the NY Times, a
War Crime! 

1 Million of each in China today... not mentioned in the NY Times
article on GE 
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1 Million of each in China today... not mentioned in the NY Times
article on GE 

6-15-2019 GE has no business to prevent 1 million falls and broken hips
in China, a war crime imported from the USA! 

6-15-2019 Privacy!! GE Bribes and Backdoor Deals Help Foreign Firms
Sell to China’s Hospitals, burn units for the fiery wrecks at the 1
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million new gas stations in 2019, war crimes. 

6-15-2019 Privacy!! Bribes and Backdoor Deals Help Foreign Firms Sell
to China’s Hospitals G.E., Siemens and others have prospered in a
country where corruption pervades the market for medical equipment,
according to a New York Times investigation. China’s 1.4 billion people
pay the price. By ALEXANDRA STEVENSON and SUI-LEE WEE 

6-15-2019 Privacy!! Bribes and Backdoor Deals Help Foreign Firms Sell
to China’s Hospitals 

6-15-2019 Privacy!! 1 Million Gas Stations sell to China's Hospital
Doctors, Nurses, Staff 

6-15-2019 Privacy!! Gas Stations Dominate in China with 1,4 billion and
gasoline for all you do the Math as the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ
already have this is why they ate selling gasoline to China not 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's. By Alexandra Stevenson and Sui-Lee Wee NY
Times. The New York Times reviewed more than a dozen cases in which
employees of G.E., Philips and Siemens testified to bribing public
hospital officials. MD's! China’s nearly 1.4 billion people ultimately bear
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the cost of the corruption, sale of 1 Million gas stations! 

6-15-2019 Privacy!! Gas Stations Dominate An M.R.I. machine at a
Siemens Healthineers production line in Shenzhen, China. Foreign
companies like G.E. and Siemens dominate the market for CT scanners,
M.R.I.s and other medical equipment in China. 

6-15-2019 Privacy!! 4 Trillion Rx Recipes to crunch for the Rx Pink
Latte is what Chinese women need from the government. Chinese
officials five years ago ordered GlaxoSmithKline, the British drug
maker, to pay nearly $500 million for bribing doctors and hospitals. Rx
Pink Latte at Starbucks China. Idiots! 

6-15-2019 1 Million New Gas Stations in China equates 1 million broken
hips and falls in 2019 as they are as related as gas and oil revenues. If
1 million 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's were in China instead of 1 million gas
stations there would not be 1 million broken hips and falls at the
mentality of the Chinese Government would not be one of gasoline and
bone saw Prince Salman but of Salk II and Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Art of
the Diagnosis for falls and 1 million broken hips in China, never written
for the Chinese Elite. 
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6-15-2019 Orwellian Murders by Amanda Ms. Knox said that she was
grateful that her innocence had been ultimately acknowledged. “This
does not absolve the state of having tried me for eight long years, with
no real proof and on the basis of an absurd theory, and it does not
absolve the media who profited from selling a scandalous story,” she
said. But she added that she hoped to one day meet Giuliano Mignini,
the prosecutor who had put her behind bars, so that he could see her
as a person and not a defendant. “I hope he will see that I am not a
monster, simply Amanda,” she said. At the end, the audience gave her
a standing ovation. And everyone drove home in a gas engine car as this
is Italy. Rome gas stations will be put on trail when the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR is driven by Amanda Knox in the USA. 2 White Men at
1984 HQ in Rome are criminals! Chilean Bishop Resigns After Comments
on Absence of Women at Last Supper, not the Absence of 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's in Rome. 1984's Smog, DNA evidence in murder cases.
Mass murder of the children in Rome! Shock and Awe of Bush in
Baghdad in Rome's Children's DNA, Blown apart the DNA code. For Gas
Money $$$ illness! Swiss Women Strike Nationwide to Protest
Inequalities, Swiss women smell the smog of gas and diesel yet the
Children's DNA, Blown apart the DNA codes they fail to protest as
headlines. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in Switzerland are mass murderers
of these women's children in Switzerland. WHO at the UN will refuse
to make NY Times headlines on this too! Super Computer Simulations of
Diesel blowing apart childrens DNA code in the NY Times Video section.
For the Third Time, W.H.O. Declines to Declare the Ebola Outbreak an
Emergency. 

6-15-2019 "Nuclear A-Bomb Mines for Oil Tankers and Carriers will
end the fight over $777 Trillion in Oil Sales by Putin! What Are Limpet
Mines, and How Do They Work? Here’s all you need to know about the
devices, which are named for a type of mollusk that sticks to rocks and
are hard to remove." By JOHN ISMAY 
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6-15-2019 "Pirates of Tehran. If Iran won’t change its behavior, we
should sink its navy." By BRET STEPHENS 

6-15-2019 Pirates at Yale Law writing about the Laws of Physics,
Michael Kwet @ Yale Law. "In Stores, Secret Bluetooth Surveillance
Tracks Your Every Move" As you shop, “beacons” are watching you,
using hidden technology in your phone." Heart Attack, Cardiac Arrest"
Yale Medical School is not watching you just the Yale Lawyers so use
your imagination if the Medical School was watching you all the time like
in Star Wars. You can also follow The Times’s guide on how to stop apps
from tracking your location. For Android users, the F-Droid app store
hosts free and open- source apps that do not spy on users with hidden
trackers. Most of our concerns about privacy are tied to the online
world, and can feel theoretical at times. But there is nothing
theoretical about Bluetooth beacon technology that follows you into
retail stores (and other venues) and tracks your movement down to the
meter. Michael Kwet is a visiting fellow at the Information Society
Project at Yale Law School, and host of the Tech Empire podcast. 

6-15-2019 You can wait for Yale Medical School Museums of Star
Wars Medical Schools. Disney Movie too. 

6-15-2019 You can wait for Yale Medical School to track you like
todays Bluetooth Surveillance Tracks Your Every Move" As you shop,
“beacons” are watching you, using hidden technology in your phone. If
you buy Coors or Bud not to warn you not to smoke or drink... best is
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yet to come in tracking you not to ruin your life getting a DUI.
Tracking 1 million drunks right now! They could be but the 2 White Men
at 1984 HQ are drunks! Medical History Museums of Paris - Secrets of
Paris. If you don't manage to get in, you can still visit the
comparatively tame but larger Musée d'Histoire de la Médecin, opened
in 1803 to house a collection. For centuries Paris was at the forefront
of medical research, and at one time there were a half dozen museums
dedicated to its fascinating history, from the earliest hospitals and the
fight against contagious diseases to the first medical instruments and
preserved anatomical specimens. In 2012 the Musée de l'Assistance
Publique (History of the Hospitals of Paris) closed to the public
indefinitely (accessible only to researchers or for special occasions such
as the Journées du Patrimoine). On March 25th the little-known Musée
Dupuytren will close as well. This small museum dating back to 1835
houses a gruesome collection of medical oddities, diseased brains
preserved in jars, deformed skeletons, and wax anatomical models
guaranteed to curb your appetite for the rest of the day. It’s located
in the old refectory of the Cordeliers Convent (now part of the
Sorbonne Université Pierre et Marie Curie) at 15 rue de l'Ecole de
Médecine, 6th. If you want to visit before the closure, opening hours
are Monday-Friday 2-4:30pm. Get there early and expect to wait in
line, because of course now everyone wants to see it! If you don’t
manage to get in, you can still visit the comparatively tame but larger
Musée d’Histoire de la Médecin, opened in 1803 to house a collection of
historic medical instruments like the autopsy kit used on Napoléon or
the tool used to fix Louis XIV’s anal fistula. It’s located just across
the street (at 12 rue de l'Ecole de Médecine, 6th) on the second floor
of the Université Paris Descartes (follow the signs or ask at the
welcome desk), open Monday-Wednesday and Friday-Saturday from 2-
5:30pm, entry €3.50. Finally, across town near the Canal St-Martin is
the Musée des Moulages at the Hôpital St-Louis, the world’s largest
collection of wax molds taken of dermatological diseases dating back to
the early 19th century. The hospital, which is over 400 years old,
conducted some of history’s groundbreaking research on skin diseases,
notably syphilis (again, not a museum for anyone with a weak stomach).
This video is from the museum’s campaign to restore the roof. Open
Monday-Friday by reservation only (musee.moulages@sls.aphp.fr), entry
€6. Curious? You can also visit both museums on a Secrets of Paris tour!
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http://www.secretsofparis.com/heathers-secret-blog/the-creepy-
medical-history-museums-of-paris.html 

6-15-2019 War on Brest Cancer at 30. 'ME' 'MD" Taylor Swift
announced her seventh album, “Lover, ME MD” with a perky track, “You
Need to Calm Down.” 'ME' 'MD" Hysterics over Breast-Ovary Cancer
Wars lost to Oil Men's Greed $$$. 

6-15-2019 War on Brest Cancer at 30. (“Say it in the street, that’s a
knockout/But you say it in a tweet, that’s a cop-out”) and actual bigots
(“Why are you mad when you could be GLAAD?/Sunshine on the street
at the parade/But you would rather be in the Dark Ages”). 

6-15-2019 War on Brest Cancer at 30. 60 for Madonna!! “Madame X,”
fits that template, but it does include the techno-pulsed, thoroughly
Internet-aware, “I Don’t Search I Find.” Steady beats per minute and
synthetic stings accompany the sung and spoken vocals in this track,
which insists, “I found love, I found something new/I found you.” She
has more to say about life and death, but beat and hooks are her
message... Millions dead on the Battlefield the Pentagon refuses to
fight!! 
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6-14-2019 DOD Pentagon Chief will never win a Nobel... in Medicine!
But will get another Heart Transplant at 97. 

1-1-2018 "Yale Key West Medical School And Hospital Ships" will be a
Disney Pixar Fox Movie with Dramatic Art of the Diagnosis via Dr. Lisa
MD that will save your and your Wife's life's - Antidote for Coors
Invented in Key West! Qatar Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion will pay all
your tax in 2018. Antidote for No Smoking Quit Smoking will be
invented in 2018 in Key West by Greg and Wife's. Slim Down in 2018
invented too. Rx Recipe Latte's at Starbucks. 

1-1-2019 Greg is 71 *.* Happy New Year With InventBook end of
Facebook in 2019 Thank God we can get back to inventing Miracle
Cure's Rx! 1,001 Nobels in Medicine + Hemingway House Writing Class
Nobel Novels with 1 Click Amazon links to IP invention projects. iMac on
every Cafe Table in Paris and every Starbucks Worldwide. InventBook
for 2019 by Greg + Many Legal Wife's in Key West... 
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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
email inventor8484@gmail.com CELL 3054345276 
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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL
33041 inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click
Here for Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on
Cover to zoon in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42
pages wow! Book is 474 Pages 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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Right Click on picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this
picture and save it then open it with Paint and you will be able to read
all the Secrets Los Alamos wrote about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along
with 400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to
Sirius. All that missing in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's,
grin. Nice! Yes they serve Rx Pink Latte's from Starbucks. 
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Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along
with 400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to
Sirius. All that missing in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's,
grin. Nice! Yes they serve Rx Pink Latte's from Starbucks. 
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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL
33041 inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019


